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No infinite dimensional Banach space X is known which has the property that
for m2 the Banach space of all continuous m-homogeneous polynomials on X
has an unconditional basis. Following a program originally initiated by Gordon
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approximable (nuclear) m-homogeneous polynomials on X have an unconditional
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1. INTRODUCTION
It is an open question whether there exists an infinite dimensional
Banach space such that for m2 the Banach space P(mX ) of all con-
tinuous m-homogeneous polynomials on X has an unconditional basis.
S. Dineen, in his recent book [13, p. 305], conjectures that this situation
‘‘is going to happen rarely and perhaps never.’’ In this paper we narrow
down a lot of the possibilities for a positive answer. Very close to that
question is another one: assuming that the dual X* of the Banach space X
has unconditional basis, are the monomials an unconditional basis for
P(mX )? In Corollary 2 we prove that both questions are equivalent for the
subspace Pw(
mX ) of all approximable polynomials (see below for defini-
tions). In their fundamental paper [17] from 1974, Gordon and Lewis
showed that spaces of operators between infinite dimensional Banach
spaces in general lack a ‘‘reasonable unconditional structure,’’ particularly
the space L(l2) of all operators on the Hilbert space l2 . Their key was to
prove what we call the GordonLewis inequality which estimates the
unconditional basis constant of a given Banach space X by its Gordon
Lewis constant (see the definition below in the preliminaries). These ideas
were taken up by Pisier [21] and Schu tt [24] to give a deep study of
unconditionality in tensor products of Banach spaces. Among other things
they proved (independently) that for any tensor norm : on the tensor
product XY of two Banach spaces X and Y with unconditional basis
(xi*) and ( yj*), respectively, (x ixj) i, j is an unconditional basis of X : Y
if and only if X : Y has unconditional basis if and only if X : Y has a
finite GordonLewis constant (see [22, Theorem 8.19] and [10, Sect. 17,
notes and remarks] for expositions). In Schu tt [24] this result was used to
give asymptotically optimal estimates of the unconditional basis constant
of the injective tensor product lnp = l
n
q , 1p, q.
Spaces of m-homogeneous polynomials are ultimately related to m th
symmetric tensor products. Hence, in order to study the question of
existence of unconditional basis in a space of continuous m-homogeneous
polynomials, we would have liked to apply the aforementioned results. But
we found several difficulties, among others that it is unknown if com-
plemented subspaces of a Banach space with unconditional basis have
unconditional basis again. We overcome them by repeating parts of the
GordonLewis program for spaces of m-homogeneous polynomials on
Banach spaces. We prove an analogue of the theorem given by Pisier and
Schu tt for symmetric tensor products. We calculate for each m an
asymptotically optimal estimate of the unconditional basis constants of all
m-homogeneous polynomials on lnp , 1p, and we give various
applications for nuclear and approximable polynomials. We show that for
a wide class of Banach spaces the space of both all m-homogeneous and all
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approximable compact m-homogeneous polynomials does not have
unconditional basis for m2.
Our arguments combine current standard techniques from local Banach
space theory (already used in [16, 17, 21, 22, 24]) with recent symmetriza-
tion arguments for polynomials and symmetric tensor products (see e.g.,
[13, 14]). To make the results more accessible we give detailed proofs.
2. PRELIMINARIES
We shall use standard notation and notions from Banach space theory
and the theory of Banach operator ideals, as presented, e.g., [8, 10, 19, 25].
If X and Y are Banach spaces over K=R or C, then X* and Y* denote
their duals. As usual L(X, Y ) denotes the Banach space of all (bounded
and linear) operators from X into Y endowed with the operator norm & }&.
For a set 1 we write l2(1 ) for the Hilbert space of all square summable
scalar families (x#)# # 1 , and (e#)# # 1 for its natural orthogonal basis. Also,
d(X, Y ) stands for the BanachMazur distance between X and Y.
Let X be a Banach space. A sequence (xi) i # N of non-zero vectors is said
to be an unconditional basic sequence in X if there is a constant c1 such
that for all n # N, all +1 , ..., +n # K, all signs =1 , ..., =n # [+1, &1], and all
subsets W of [1, ..., n]
" :i # W =i +ixi"c " :
n
i=1
+ix i", (2.1)
and in this case the best constant
/((xi)) :=/((xi); X ) :=inf c
is called the unconditional basis constant of (xi) i # N . It is well known that
there is a c1 satisfying (2.1) if and only if the x i form an unconditional
basis of span[x i]; we will write /((x i))= whenever this is not the case.
Moreover, the unconditional basis constant of X is defined to be
/(X ) :=inf[/((xi); X ) | (x i) is an unconditional basis of X ] # [0, ].
Note that if one takes in (2.1) all = i ’s with |=i |1 instead of only signs \1,
then the corresponding constants /((xi)) and /(X ) are equivalent to the
one defined here ‘‘up to a factor 2’’ (see, e.g., [19, Proposition 1.c.7; 10;
22]). An unconditional basis (xi) of X is said to be 1-unconditional if
/((xi))=1, and as a consequence all canonical projections Pn onto the
span of the first n basis vectors have norm 1. Recall that a Banach space
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with an unconditional basis can always be renormed in such a way that its
new unconditional constant equals 1.
A Banach space invariant closely related to /(X ) is the GordonLewis
constant invented in the classical paper [17]. A Banach space X is said to
be a GordonLewis space (or to have the GordonLewis property) if every
1-summing operator T: X  l2 , i.e.,
?1(T ) :=sup { :
n
i=1
&Txi& } " :
n
i=1
*ixi"1, n # N, |*i |1=<,
allows a factorization T: X wR L1(+) w
S l2 (+ some measure, R and S
operators). In this case, there is a constant c0 such that for all T: X  l2
#1(T ) :=inf &R& &S&c?1(T ), (2.2)
and the best such c is called the GordonLewis constant of X and denoted
by gl(X ) (again we put gl(X )= whenever X does not have the Gordon
Lewis property).
The following remark will be used frequently and is an easy consequence
of the fact that ?1 and #1 are ideal norms: Let T: X  Y and S: Y  X be
two operators such that idX=ST. Then X is topologically isomorphic to a
complemented subspace of Y and
gl(X )&T& &S& gl(Y ). (2.3)
In particular, if X and Y are topologically isomorphic, then
gl(X )d(X, Y ) gl(Y ). (2.4)
A fundamental tool for the study of unconditionality in Banach spaces is
the GordonLewis inequality from [17] (see also [10, 17.7]): For every
sequence (xi) of non-zero vectors in a Banach space X,
gl(span[xi])CK/((xi); X ), (2.5)
where CR =1 and CC =2. In particular,
gl(X )CK /(X ). (2.6)
For the metric theory of tensor products and its relation with operator
ideals we refer to [8], and for the metric theory of symmetric tensor
products and spaces of polynomials we refer to [1315].
We denote by }(X1 , ...Xm) the m th full tensor product of m vector
spaces X1 , ..., Xm and put }m X if X=X1= } } } =Xm , whereas }m, s X
stands for the m th symmetric tensor product of a vector space X. Recall
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that }m, s X can be identified with the image of the symmetrization
operator
S :=S mX : }m X }m X
y1 } } } ym [
1
m !
:
_ # Sm
y_(1) } } } y_(m) ,
where Sm stands for the group of permutations of [1, ..., m]. Let us fix
some useful index sets: For natural numbers m, n define M(m, n) :=
[i=(i1 , ..., im): i1 , ..., im # [1, ..., n]] and M(m) :=Nm, as well as
J(m, n) :=[i=(i1 , ..., im) # M(m, n): i1 } } } im] and J(m) :=n=1
J(m, n). We will consider the following equivalence relation for multi-
indices i, j # M(m, n):
itj  __ # Sm such that i_(k)= jk for every k=1, ..., m (notation
j :=i_). The class of equivalence defined by i is denoted by [i]. Also we
denote by |i| :=Card([i]) the cardinal of [i]. Note that for each i # M(m, n)
there is a unique j # J(m, n) with [i]=[j].
Moreover, for elements x1 , ..., xm in a vector space X and i # M(m, n)
define
xi :=xi1  } } } xim # }
m X.
The following elementary lemma will be very helpful:
Lemma 1. Let m # N and X a finite dimensional vector space with a basis
(xk)nk=1 . Denote the orthogonal basis of the algebraic dual X* of X by
(xk*)nk=1 , i.e., xl*(xk)=$lk . Then
(1) S(xi )= 1|i|  j # [i] xj for all i # M(m, n).
(2) (S(xj )) j # J(m, n) is a basis of }m, s X and ( |j| S(xj*)) j # J(m, n) is its
orthogonal basis in }m, s X*.
Proof. Given i, j # M(m, n) we write Ak :=[ p: ip=k], and Bk :=
[l : jl=k], k=1, ..., n. It is clear that j=i_ if and only if xi_=xj , and this
happens if and only if 0Card(Ak)=Card(Bk)m and _( p) # Bk for all
p # Ak , k=1, ..., n, which is equivalent to the existence of some _ # Sm such
that _|Ak permutes Ak into Bk . Thus, if itj, then
Card[_ # Sm : i_=j]=Card(A1)! } } } Card(An)!;
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hence
m!=Card(Sm)= :
j # [i]
Card[_ # Sm : i_=j]
=|i| Card(A1)! } } } Card(An)!.
Now we have
S(xi )=
1
m !
:
_ # Sm
xi_=
1
m!
:
j # [i] \ :
i_=j
_ # Sm
xi_+
=
1
m !
:
j # [i] \
m !
|i|
x j+= 1|i| :j # [i] x j .
Finally, for j, k # J(m, n)
|k| S(xk*)(S(xj ))=
|k|
|k|
:
h # [k]
xh* \ 1|j| :l # [j] xl+
=
1
|j|
:
h # [k]
:
l # [j]
x*h1(xl1) } } } x*hm(xlm)
=
1
|j|
:
h # [k]
:
l # [j]
$h1, l1 } } } $hm , lm
={
0 if k{j
|j|
|j|
=1 if k=j;
hence (|j| S(xj*))j#J(m, n) is a basis of }m, s X* orthogonal to (S(xj ))j # J(m, n) . K
Recall the notation for injective and projective full and symmetric tensor
products of Banach spaces: For :== and ? and Banach spaces X1 , ..., Xm
we write }: (X1 , ..., Xm) for the injective and projective m th full tensor
product. Analogously, }m, s=s X and }
m, s
?s
X stand for the m th symmetric
tensor product of X endowed with the symmetric injective norm =s and
symmetric projective norm ?s , respectively (we follow the definition and
notation of [14, 2.2 and 3.1]). The completions of these spaces are written
with the symbol } instead of  .
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As usual we denote by P( mX ), X a Banach space and m a natural
number, the space of all m-homogeneous polynomials P on X which
together wit the norm &P& :=sup&x&1 |P(x)| form a Banach space. Its
subspace Pf (
mX ) of polynomials of finite type can be identified isometrically
with the m th symmetric injective tensor product of X*:
}m, s=s X*=Pf (
mX ), x* } } } x* [ [x [ x*(x)m].
The extension of this mapping to the completion gives the isometric
equality
} m, s=s X*=Pa(
mX ), (2.7)
where Pa(
mX ) stands for the subspace of all approximable polynomials
(very often called compact polynomials) in P(mX ). Recall that if X* has
the approximation property, then Pa(
mX ) coincides with Pw( mX ), all
m-homogeneous polynomials on X which are weakly continuous when
restricted to the unit ball of X.
3. GORDONLEWIS CONSTANTS VERSUS UNCONDITIONAL
BASIS CONSTANTS FOR MONOMIALS
Let X be a Banach space and (xi*) a basis of its dual X*. Then we call
the polynomial Pj :=>mk=1 x*jk # P(
mX ), j # J(m) a monomial (of degree m
with respect to (xi*)). Clearly, the closed span of all these monomials
equals the subspace of all approximable polynomials. As X* has the
approximation property this space coincides with Pw(
mX ):
span[Pj | j # J(m)]=Pw( mX ).
Our first result shows that for monomials of degree m with respect to a
1-unconditional basis the following counterpart of the GordonLewis
inequality (2.5) holds:
Theorem 1. Let X be a Banach space and (xi*) a 1-unconditional basis
of X*. Then for all m
/((Pj ) j # J(m) ; Pw(mX ))cm gl(Pw( mX )), (3.1)
where cm(m4mm !2) 2m.
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Note that (3.1) by (2.7) is equivalent to
/ ((Sxj*) j # J(m) ; } m, s=s X*)cm gl(}
m, s
=s
X*); (3.2)
this is why we prefer to formulate and prove the preceding result in the
more general setting of symmetric tensor products; here (3.1) will turn out
to be nothing else than an analogue of an important result due to Pisier
and Schu tt.
For a natural number m an m-tensor norm : assigns to every m-tuple of
Banach spaces (X1 , ..., Xm) a norm :( } ; } (X1 , ..., Xm)) on the m th full
tensor product } (X1 , ..., Xm) such that
(a) =:? on } (X1 , ..., Xm).
(b) &} (T1 , ..., Tm) : (} (X1 , ..., Xm), :)  (} (Y1 , ..., Ym), :)&
&T1& } } } &Tm& for each set of operators Ti # L(Xi , Yi), i=1, ..., m.
Analogously, we speak of a symmetric m-tensor norm ; if ; assigns to
each Banach space X a norm ;( } ; }m, s X ) on }m, s X such that
(a) =s;?s on }m, s X.
(b) &}m, s T: (}m, s X, ;)  (}m, s Y, ;)&&T&m for each operator
T # L(X, Y ).
Again we write }: (X1 , ..., Xm), }m, s; X and use the symbol } instead of
} for the completions of these spaces. Condition (b) will also be quoted
as the ‘‘metric mapping property’’ of : and ;, respectively.
If : is an m-tensor norm, ; a symmetric m-tensor norm and X a finite
dimensional Banach space, then we define on }m X the dual norm :*, and
on }m, s X the dual norm ;* by
}m:* X :=(}m: X*)*, and }m, s;* X :=(}m, s; X*)*,
respectively. Recall (see, e.g., [8, 14]) that =*=?, ?*== and =s*=?s ,
?s*==s . The following extension lemma of Floret [15, 2.3.(3) and 2.3.(8)]
will be very helpful: For every symmetric m-tensor norm ; there exists a
full m-tensor norm : such that for each Banach space X
d&1m : |}m, s X;dm: |}m, s X on }m, s X, (3.3)
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where dmmmm !. Moreover, for finite dimensional X,
:*|}m, s Xdm ;* on }m, s X. (3.4)
Finally, note that for each symmetric tensor norm ; and each Banach
space X with basis (xi) the elements S(xj ) # }m, s X, j # J(m) span a dense
subspace of }m, s; X. For obvious reasons they will also be called
monomials (of degree m with respect to (xi)).
Now we formulate the announced extension of (3.1) and (3.2):
Theorem 2. Let X be a Banach space and (xi) a 1-unconditional basis
of X. Then for each symmetric m-tensor norm ;
/ ((Sxj ) j # J(m) ; } m, s; X)cm gl(}
m, s
; X), (3.5)
where cm(m4mm !2) 2m.
As mentioned in the introduction for m=2 and the full tensor product
a result of this type was first proved independently in [21] and [24] (see
also Remark 1 for a more precise formulation of that result).
Before we give the proof of (3.5) in the next section, let us collect some
consequences.
Corollary 1. Let X be a Banach space with unconditional basis (xi).
Then for each symmetric m-tensor norm ;, the following are equivalent:
(1) The monomials of degree m with respect to (xi) form an uncondi-
tional basis of  m, s; X.
(2)  m, s; X has unconditional basis.
(3)  m, s; X has the GordonLewis property.
The proof is easy on the basis of what was said before: implica-
tion (1)  (2) is obvious, (2)  (3) is a consequence of the GordonLewis
inequality (2.5), and (3)  (1) of (3.5) (recall that we may assume without
loss of generality that (xi) is 1-unconditional).
For X=c0 together with its canonical basis and ;==s each of the
statements of the preceding equivalence is true, since } m, s=s c0 is a com-
plemented subspace of } m= c0 $c0 (see [14, Prop. 3.1(3)]) and gl(c0)<;
for X=l1 and ;=?s an analogous remark holds.
Finally, we formulate Corollary 1 in the case ;==s and ?s in terms of
spaces of polynomials. Let Pnuc(
mX ) be the Banach space of all
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m-homogeneous nuclear polynomials on a Banach space X (for the defini-
tion see [13, Def. 2.9] or [14, 2.6]). It is well known that isometrically
} m, s?s X*=Pnuc(
mX ),
whenever X* has the approximation property (see e.g. [14, 4.3]). This
together with (2.7) implies
Corollary 2. Let X be a Banach space and (xi*) an unconditional basis
of X*. Then for every m, the following are equivalent:
(1) The monomials of degree m with respect to (xi*) form an uncondi-
tional basis of Pw(mX ) (resp. Pnuc( mX )).
(2) Pw(
mX ) (resp. Pnuc( mX )) has unconditional basis.
(3) Pw(
mX ) (resp. Pnuc( mX )) has the GordonLewis property.
Moreover, if we make a renorming of X* with 1-unconditional basis, then
there exists cm>0 independent of X satisfying
/(Pw(mX ))cm gl(Pw( mX ))
Note that for X=c0 and the canonical basis of its dual l1 all three
statements are true for Pnuc(
mX ). Unfortunately, it seems to be open
whether there is any infinite dimensional Banach space such that Pw(
mX )
(for m2) has unconditional basis, but in Section 5 we given several
negative results (see Corollaries 4, 5, and 6). On the other hand if X has
a shrinking basis Dimant and Dineen (see [12, Prop. 10] or [13, Prop. 4.4])
prove that the monomials form a basis of Pw(
mX ) (see also [23]).
Moreover, Alencar in [1] proves that, for a reflexive Banach space X, the
space P(mX ) is reflexive if and only if it coincides with Pw( mX ) and then,
as a consequence, if and only if the monomials form a basis. The original
Tsirelson space T* is an example of this situation (see [2] and [1]) but,
by Corollary 4, P(mT*) lacks unconditional basis.
4. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 2
As already mentioned Theorem 2 is an analogue of a result due to Pisier
and Schu tt, and our proof still follows the same line of arguments.
Nevertheless we will try to point out that in our situation some specific
problems occur which have to be solved by certain symmetrization
arguments of independent interest.
The proof needs three lemmata.
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Lemma 2. Let Y be a finite dimensional Banach space with a basis
( yi)ni=1 and orthogonal basis ( yj*)
n
j=1 . Suppose that there exist constants
M1 , M2 such that for every *, + # Kn the mappings
D* : Y wwww ln2 D+ : Y* wwww l
n
2
:
n
i=1
ai y i [ (* iai)ni=1 :
n
j=1
aj yj* [ (+ja j)nj=1
satisfy
?1(D*)M1 " :
n
i=1
*i yi*"Y* , ?1(D+)M2 " :
n
j=1
+ j yj"Y , (4.1)
then
/(( yi))M1 M2 gl(Y ).
Proof. Take signs ==(=i)ni=1 , W/[1, ..., n] and define =~ =(=~ i)
n
i=1 ,
where =~ i :==i if i # W and =~ i :=0 in the other case. Note first that for all *,
+ # Kn
} :i # W =i+ i yi , :
n
j=1
*j yj*}= } :
n
i=1
=~ i+i yi , :
n
j=1
*j yj*}
= } :
n
i=1
=~ i +i* i }=|tr(ln2 wD*
*
Y w
D+ ln2 w
D=~ ln2)|;
hence by trace duality (see, e.g., [10, 9.8] or with a different notation
[8, 17.12]) and the definition of gl
} :i # W =i+i yi , :
n
j=1
* j y j*}#(D**) ?1(D=~ D+)#1(D*) ?1(D+)
gl(Y ) ?1(D*) ?1(D+)
(recall that #(D**)=#1(D*); see, e.g., [10, 7.2]). But then by (4.1) for all
signs ==(=i)ni=1 , all W/[1, ..., n], and + # K
n
" :i # W =i +i yi"Y = sup&nj=1 *j yj*&Y*1 }
:
i # W
=i+ i yi , :
n
j=1
*j yj*}
gl(Y ) M1M2 " :
n
i=1
+i yi"Y ,
the desired inequality. K
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Later we will apply Lemma 2 to Y :=} m, s; X; hence now the inequalities
(4.1) are studied first for the full m-tensor product and second for the
symmetric mth tensor product.
Lemma 3. Let X1 , ..., Xm be Banach spaces, and for i=1, ..., m let
(x ji )
n
i=1 be a 1-unconditional basis of Xj . Then for each m-tensor norm : and
(ci ) i # M(m, n) # KM(m, n) the diagonal operator
Dc : }: (X1 , ..., Xm)  l2(M(m, n))
:
i # M(m, n)
*ix i [ (*ici ) i # M(m, n)
satisfies
?1(Dc)2m2:* \ :i # M(m, n) c ix i*+ .
Proof. The proof of this lemma follows the argument given in [10,
p. 365] or [22, Th. 8.19]. Consider the first n Rademacher functions
[r1 , ..., rn]. For each i=(i1 , ..., im) # M(m, n) we define r i (t ) :=ri1(t1)
} } } rim(tm), t =(t1 , ..., tm) # [0, 1]
m and denote for s=1,  the span of all
these functions in Ls([0, 1]m) by 7s . Now consider the following
commutative diagram
I
}: (X1 , ..., Xm) ww
Dc l2(M(m, n))
T1 T2
7 71 ,
where T1(i # M(m, n) * ixi ) :=i # M(m, n) *iciri , I denotes the identity and
finally T2(i # M(m, n) + iri ) :=(+i ) i # M(m, n) . Recall that ?1(I )=1. Moreover,
by induction in m, Khinchin’s inequality (the Rademacher 2-average can be
estimated by the Rademacher 1-average up to a factor of - 2) and the
continuous Minkowski inequality we have &T2&2m2.
On the other hand &T1&:*(i # M(m, n) c ixi*); indeed, if for each j=
1, ..., m and each family of signs (=j, k)mk=1 we define T(=j, k)mk=1 : Xj  Xj by
T(=j, k)mk=1(
m
k=1 akx
j
k) :=
m
k=1 =j, k akx
j
k , then
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"T1 \ :i # M(m, n) *i xi+"
= sup
t # [0, 1]m } :i # M(m, n) *iciri (t )}
 sup
t # [0, 1]m
: \ :i # M(m, n) *iri (t ) xi+ :* \ :i # M(m, n) cix i*+
= sup
t # [0, 1]m
:(  (T(rk(t1))mk=1 } } } T(rk(tm))mk=1))
_\ :i # M(m, n) *i xi+ :* \ :i # M(m, n) ci xi*+
: \ :i # M(m, n) *i xi+ :* \ :i # M(m, n) ci xi*+
(the last inequality holds by the metric mapping property of :). Finally, the
thesis follows from
?1(Dc)=?1(T2 b I b T1)&T1& ?1(I ) &T2&
2m2:* \ :i # M(m, n) cix i*+ . K
Now the announced analogue for symmetric tensor products is proved:
Lemma 4. Let X be a Banach space with a 1-unconditional basis (xi)ni=1 .
Then for each symmetric m-tensor norm ; and each (cj ) j # J(m, n) # KJ(m, n)
the diagonal operator
Dc : }m, s; X l2(J(m, n))
:
j # J(m, n)
* jSxj [ (cj*j )j # J(m, n)
satisfies
?1(Dc)cm;* \ :j # J(m, n) cj |j| S(xj*)+ ,
where cm(m2mm !) 2m2.
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Proof. Consider the following diagram
}m, s; X ww
Dc l2(J(m, n))
I P
}m: X ww
Dc~ l2(M(m, n)),
where : is the extension of ; as in (3.3) and (3.4), I is the identity embedding,
P((*i ) i # M(m, n)) :=\ :k # [j] *k+ j # J(m, n)
and c~ =(c~ i )i # M(m, n) with c~ i :=cj , j # J(m, n) the unique index with [j]=
[i]; note that for this pair of indices P(ei )=vj where [ei : i # M(m, n)] is
the canonical basis of l2(M(m, n)) and [vj : j # J(m, n)] the canonical
basis of l2(J(m, n)). Then for each j # J(m, n)
(P b Dc~ b I )(S(xj ))=P(Dc~ )(S(x j ))=P \Dc~ \ 1|j| :i # [j] x i++
=P \ 1|j| :i # [j] Dc~ (x i )+=P \
1
|j|
:
i # [j]
c~ iei+
=P \ 1|j| :i # [j] cje i+=
1
|j|
:
i # [j]
c jvj
=
|j|
|j|
cjvj =cjvj =Dc(S(xj ));
hence the diagram commutes. Moreover,
&P(*i )&2 =\ :j # J(m, n) } :i # [j] *i }
2
+
12
\ :j # J(m, n) \ :i # [j] |* i |
2+
2
+
12
\ :j # J(m, n) \ :_ # Sm |*( j_(1) , ..., j_(m)) |+
2
+
12
\ :j # J(m, n) m ! :_ # Sm |*( j_(1) , ..., j_(m)) |
2+
12
=\m! :_ # Sm &*
_&22+
12
\m ! :_ # Sm &(*i )&
2
2 +
12
=m ! &(*i )&2 ,
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where *_ # KM(m, n) is defined by
*_i :={*(i_(1) , ..., i_(m))0
if i # J(m, n)
if i  J(m, n).
But then by Lemma 3 and (3.3), (3.4)
?1(Dc)=?1(P b Dc~ b I )&P& ?1(Dc~ ) &I&
m ! 2m2:* \ :i # M(m, n) c~ ixi*+
mm
m!
=2m2mm:* \ :j # J(m, n) c j |j| S(xj*)+
2m2
m2m
m !
;* \ :j # J(m, n) cj |j| S(xj*)+ ,
which is the conclusion. K
We are ready to give the proof of Theorem 2, (3.5): For n # N consider
the subspace Xn :=span[x1 , ..., xn] of X. We are going to apply Lemma 2
to Yn :=}m, s; Xn . By Lemma 1 we know that [S(xj ) : j # J(m, n)] is a
basis of Yn and that [ |j| S(xj*) : j # J(m, n)] is its orthogonal basis in
Yn*=}m, s;* X n* (if (x i*) denotes the orthogonal basis of (xi)). Hence
Lemma 4 implies that for * # KJ(m, n)
?1 (}m, s; Xn w
D* l2(J(m, n)))cm;* \ :j # J(m, n) *j |j| S(sj*)+ ,
where D*(S(x j )) :=* je j . We claim dually that for every + # KJ(m, n)
?1 (}m, s;* Xn* w
D+ l2(J(m, n)))cm; \ :j # J(m, n) +jS(xj )+ ,
where D+( |j| S(xj*)) :=+ j ej ; indeed, define D+~ (S(xj*)) :=+j |j| ej , then
D+~ =D+ ; hence again by Lemma 4 applied to Y n* with basis [S(x j*) : j #
J(m, n)] and orthogonal basis [ |j| S(xj ) : j # J(m, n)]
?1(D+)=?1(D+~ )cm; \ :j # J(m, n)
+j
|j|
|j| S(x j )+
=cm; \ :j # J(m, n) + jS(xj )+ .
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Now we obtain from Lemma 2 that
/((S(xi ))i # J(m, n) ; Yn)c2m gl(Yn).
But since the basis in X is 1-unconditional, Xn is a 1-complemented
subspace of X, and therefore by the metric mapping property of ; the space
Yn is a 1-complemented subspace of } m, s; X. This finally gives the claim
/((S(xj )) j # J(m) ; } m, s; X)sup
n
/((S(xj )) j # J(m, n) ; } m, s; X)
=sup
n
/((S(xj )) j # J(m, n) ; Yn)
c2m sup
n
gl(Xn)c2m gl (} m, s; X)
(for the latter inequality use (2.3)). K
Remark 1. An analogue of (3.5) for m-tensor products can be obtained
directly from Lemmata 2 and 3 (as in the preceding proof):
Let X1 , ..., Xm be a finite sequence of Banach spaces with 1-unconditional
basis. Then for each tensor norm :
1
2 gl (} : (X1 , ..., Xm))/(} : (X1 , ..., Xm))
/((xi ); } : (X1 , ..., xm))
2m gl(} : (X1 , ..., Xm)),
where (xi ) are the monomials generated by the 1-unconditional bases
in Xj .
5. ESTIMATES FOR THE UNCONDITIONAL BASIS CONSTANT
OF THE SPACE OF m-HOMOGENEOUS POLYNOMIALS ON lnp
In general there is no known relation between the unconditional basis
constant of a Banach space and those of its complemented subspaces. But,
by using (2.3) and (2.4), it is very easy to prove that if X and Z are Banach
spaces such that Z is topologically isomorphic to a complemented subspace
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Y of X with projection P: X  X, then P( mZ) (resp. Pw(mZ)) is topologi-
cally isomorphic to a complemented subspace of P( mX ) (resp. Pw(mX ))
and
gl(P(mZ))&P&m d(Y, Z)m gl(P(mX )), (5.1)
gl(Pw(
mZ))&P&m d(Y, Z)m gl(Pw(mX )). (5.2)
On the other hand if X or X* has unconditional basis, then both spaces
contain uniformly complemented at least one of the three sequences
(lnp)

n=1 , with p=1, 2,  (see [27, Theorem 1] and [18, Cor. 1]). Hence it
is very natural to study, for a fixed m, the precise asymptotic order in n of
gl(P( mlnp)) or equivalently (Theorem 1) the unconditional basis constant
/(P( mlnp)) and that is our next goal. Let us mention that for two scalar
sequences (an, m)n, m=1 and (bn, m)

n, m=1 we write
(an, m) 
m
(bn, m),
whenever for each m there are constants Am>0 and Bm>0 such that for
all n
an, mAm bn, m and bn, mBman, m .
Theorem 3. The unconditional basis constants of all m-homogeneous
polynomials on lnp have the following asymptotic behavior:
/(P( mlnp)) 
m {(n
12)m&1
(n1&1p)m&1
2<p
1p2.
(5.3)
The proof of this theorem is divided into several steps: Since for all m,
n the equality
P(mlnp)=}m, s=s l
n
p$
holds isometrically (see (2.7)), an equivalent formulation of (5.3) is
/(}m, s=s l
n
q) 
m {(n
1q)m&1
(n12)m&1
2<q
1q2.
(5.4)
The asymptotic (5.4) will be deduced from its analogue for the m th =-tensor
product of lnq :
/(}m= lnq) 
m {(n
1q)m&1
(n12)m&1
2<q
1q<2.
(5.5)
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The argument to get (5.4) from (5.5) is based on an idea of Bonet and Peris
[5] (which was elaborated by various others authors; see, e.g., [6; 14, 1.10;
9] for polynomials). The proof of (5.5) uses various ideas of [16, 17, 24];
in particular, see [17, Theorem 3.5] and [24, Proposition 7] for the case
m=2. Two lemmata are needed.
Lemma 5. Let X be an n-dimensional Banach space. Then for m2
/(}m= X)/(X ) d(X, ln)m&1.
Proof. By a modification of [24, Lemma 5] we know that for each
k-dimensional space Z and each l-dimensional space Y
/(Z= Y )min[/(Z) d(Y, l l), /(Y ) d(Z, l
k
)];
indeed,
/(Z= Y )d(Z= Y, Z= l l) /(Z= l
l
)
d(Y, l l) /(l
l
(Z))=d(Y, l
l
) /(Z).
Clearly, this implies the case m=2, and the general case now follows by
induction:
/(}m+1= X)=/((}
m
= X)= X)d(X, l
n
) /(}
m
= X)
d(X, ln)
m /(X ). K
The second lemma is a reformulation of Chevet’s inequality (see, e.g.,
[25, Theorem 43.1]) for the m th full tensor product of a Banach space X.
Consider a family (gi ) i # M(m, n) of independent Gaussian variables on a
probability space (0, +), and x1 , ..., xn # X (not necessarily linearly
independent). It is obvious that the Gauss average
l(m, (xk)n1) :=| " :i # M(m, n) gixi"}=m X d+
does not depend on the special choice of the gi ’s.
Lemma 6. Let X be a Banach space. Then for m2 and x1 , ..., xn # X
l(m, (xk)n1)dm l(1, (xk)
n
1) sup
&x*&X *1
\ :
n
k=1
|x*(xk)| 2+
(m&1)2
,
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where dmm if K=R, and d28, d336, d4148, and dm5m&1 if
m>4 and K=C.
Proof. We use Chevet’s inequality as formulated in [25, (43.2)];
clearly, the case m=2 is an immediate consequence. The general case again
follows by induction: Since
l(m+1, (xk)n1)=| " :i # M(m+1, n) g ix(i1 , ..., im)xim+1"(}=m X ) = X d+,
we obtain from another application of Chevet’s inequality that
l(m+1, (xk)n1)c \l(m, (xk)n1) sup&x*&X *1 \ :
n
k=1
|x*(xk)| 2+
12
+l(1, (xk)n1) sup
&.&(}=
m X )*1
\ :i # M(m, n) |.(xi )|
2+
12
+ ,
where c=1 in the real and 4 in the complex case. Hence by induction
l(m+1, (xk)n1)c \dm l(1, xk)n1) sup&x*&X *1 \ :
n
k=1
|x*(xk)| 2+
m2
+l(1, (xk)n1) sup
&.&(}=
m X )*1
\ :i # M(m, n) |.(xi )|
2+
12
+ ,
and it remains to show that the first sup equals the second one. Clearly,
&ln2 w
T X&= sup
&x*&X*1
\ :
n
k=1
|x*(xk)|2+
12
ek [ xk
&}m2 l
n
2 w
R }m= X&= sup
&.&(}=
m X )*1
\ :i # M(m, n) |.(x i )|
2+
12
,
ei [ xi
where }m2 ln2 stands for the mth Hilbert tensor product (for x= i # M(m, n)
ai ei in }m ln2 put &x&2 :=(i # M(m, n) |ai |
2)12). Since
R: }m2 l
n
2 w
id }m= l
n
2 ww
m T }m= X
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and &id&1 (CauchySchwarz inequality), we obtain by the metric
mapping property for =
&R&&id& &}m T&&T&m. K
With the two lemmata we give a proof of (5.5). Observe first that
/(}m= l
n
)=1 since }
m
= l
n
=l
mn
 . The upper bound follows from
Lemma 5 and a result due to Gurariy, Kadec, and Macaev; they proved
(see, e.g., [25, 37.6]) that there exists C>0 (C=1 if K=C) such that
d(lnq , l
n
)Cn
12 if 1q<2,
d(lnq , l
n
)=n
1q if 2q.
Lower bound: Let (ei ) i # M(m, n) be the canonical basis of }m= l
n
q . Consider
the ‘‘random matrices’’
R: 0  }m= l
n
q , R(|) := :
i # M(m, n)
ri (|) ei
G: 0  }m= l
n
q , G(|) := :
i # M(m, n)
gi (|) ei ,
where (0, +) is some probability space and the r i ’s and gi ’s form a family
of nm independent Bernouilli and Gaussian variables on 0, respectively.
Then for all | # 0
" :
n
k=1
ek"
m
lnq
=" :i # M(m, n) ei"}=m lnq =" :i # M(m, n) ri (|) ri (|) ei"}=m l nq
/((ei ) i # M(m, n) ; }m= l
n
q) &R(|)&}=m lnq ,
and Remark 1 implies /((ei )i # M(m, n) ; }m= l
n
q)2
m&1/(}m= l
n
q); hence by
integration
" :
n
k=1
ek"
m
lnq
2m&1/(}m= l
n
q) |
0
&R(|)&}=m lnq d+(|). (5.6)
By applying the fact that Gaussian averages up to a uniform constant L>0
dominate Bernouilli averages (see, e.g., [25, p. 15]) and Lemma 6
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" :
n
k=1
ek"
m
lnq
L2m&1/(}m= l
n
q) |
0
&G(|)&}=m lnq d+(|)
L2m&1 dm/(}m= lnq) |
0 " :
n
k=1
gk(|) ek"lnq d+(|)
_ sup
&x*&l nq$1
\ :
n
k=1
|x*(ek)| 2+
(m&1)2
,
where 1q$+
1
q=1, g1 , ..., gn is another set of independent Gaussian variables
on 0 and dm>0 depending only on m are the constants obtained in
Lemma 6. But since
" :
n
k=1
ek"lnq =n
1q
sup
&x*&l nq$1
\ :
n
k=1
|x*(ek)|2+
12
={1n1q&12
2q
1q<2,
and moreover, by [25, p. 329], given 1q<, there exists K>0 such
that for every n
|
0 " :
n
k=1
gk(|) ek"lnq d+(|)Kn
1q,
we easily obtain our claim (5.5). K
We remark that the proof of the lower bound in (5.5) could be already
finished in (5.6) by applying the estimates from Proposition 5 of Mantero
and Tonge [20] to the Rademacher average 0 &R(|)&}=m lnq d+(|) directly.
But we feel that our approach via a multilinear version of Chevet’s
inequality (Lemma 6) is more systematic, and hence interesting in its own
right (see also [16, proof of Theorem 6] where it seems that Chevet’s
inequality was used the first time in this context).
It remains to deduce (5.3) from (5.5): Note first that, as a consequence
of Theorem 1, (3.2) or Corollary 2, it suffices to check (5.3) for gl instead
of /. For the proof of the upper bound we use the fact that
id: }m, s=s l
n
q w
i ml nq }m= lnq w
iml nq }m, s=s l
n
q
&iml nq &
mm
m !
, &S mlnq &1,
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where iml nq is the embedding of the symmetric tensor product into the full
tensor product and S mlnq is the symmetrization operator (see e.g. [14, 3.1]).
Hence by (2.3)
gl(}m, s=s l
n
q)
mm
m !
gl(}m= lnq),
and the upper estimate in (5.3) follows from (5.5). Lower estimate:
Consider }mq l
n
q :=l
mn
q , Ii : l
n
q  l
mn
q the i th canonical embedding and
Pi : lmnq  l
n
q the i th canonical projection. Then by [14, 1.10]
id}=m lnq : }
m
= l
n
q ww
 m Ii
}m= lnmq ww
Sml q
nm
}m, s=s l
nm
q
ww
iml q
nm
}m= l
nm
q www
m !m Pi }m= l
n
q
and hence with the above mentioned norm estimates for i and S, the metric
property of the =-tensor norm, and (2.3) we have for all m, n
gl(}m= l
n
q)m
m gl(}m, s=s l
nm
q ).
For n>m we put [nm] :=sup [k # N | knm]. Then we obtain from
(5.5) and Remark 1
(n1q)m&1
(n12)m&1
2<q
1q2 = m {
([nm]1q)m&1
([nm]12)m&1
2<q
1q2

m /(}m= l
[nm]
q )
2m gl(}m= l
[nm]
q )m
m2m gl(}m=s l
[nm] m
q )
mm2m gl(}m=s l
n
q)
([nm] mn). The above inequalities complete the proof of (5.3). K
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Corollary 3. The unconditional basis constants of all nuclear m-homo-
geneous polynomials on lnp have the following asymptotic behaviour
/(Pnuc(mlnp)) 
m {(n
1p)m&1
(n12)m&1
2<p
1p2.
Proof. By Theorem 1 or Corollary 2, it suffices to prove this asymptotic
for gl instead of /. For a finite dimensional space X we have the following
isometric equality
}m, s?s X*=Pnuc(
mX ).
Moreover, duality of ?s and =s gives the isometric equality
Pnuc(
mlnp)*=P(
mlnp$)
(for details see e.g. [14, 3.1] or [13, 2.1]), and hence by duality for gl (see
[10, Prop. 17.9]) we get
gl(Pnuc(
mlnp))=gl(P(
mlnp$)).
Then the desired estimates follow from Theorem 3. K
We say that a Banach space X contains a sequence (Xn) of Banach
spaces uniformly complemented if there exist a sequence of subspaces (Yn)
of X with Xn topologically isomorphic to Yn , a sequence of projections
Tn : X  X with Tn(X )=Yn and a constant M>0 such that
d(Xn , Yn)<M and &Tn&<M, n=1, 2, ... .
A Banach space X is called sufficiently Euclidean if it contains (ln2)

n=1
uniformly complemented. Recall that for example all Lp -spaces and all
Schatten p-classes contain the sequence (lnp)

n=1 uniformly complemented,
or the injective tensor product of an infinite dimensional Banach space with
itself contains (ln)

n=1 uniformly complemented (for the latter see e.g.
[8, 34.7]); more examples are implicitly contained in the following
corollaries and remarks.
Corollary 4. Let X be a Banach space which contains uniformly com-
plemented one of the sequences (lnp)

n=1 , with 1<p. Then Pw(
mX ) and
P(mX ) do not have unconditional basis for every m2. In particular, P( mX )
has no unconditional basis for every m2 when X is a super-reflexive space
or when X is the original Tsirelson space T*.
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Proof. Since every lnp has 1-unconditional basis, (5.1) and (5.2) and
Corollary 2 applied to P(mlnp)=Pw(
mlnp) yield for all n
/(P(mlnp))cm gl(P(
mlnp))cm M
2m gl(P(mX ))
2cmM 2m/(P( mX )),
/(P(mlnp))cm gl(P(
mlnp))cm M
2m gl(Pw(
mX ))
2cmM 2m/(Pw( mX )).
But if 1<p, by Theorem 3, the left side of the inequality is a sequence
diverging to  as n [ .
By [18, Th. 1.B], any super-reflexive space X contains (ln2)

n=1 uniformly
complemented. On the other hand T* contains the sequence (ln)

n=1
uniformly (see [26, Lemma 4]) which is then uniformly complemented
((ln) is a sequence of injective spaces). K
It is proved in [11, Cor. 4.2.6] that if X is a non-reflexive Banach space
with unconditional and shrinking basis, then neither Pw(
mX ) nor P( mX )
have unconditional bases. The first part of the argument given there is to
observe that X has a complemented copy of c0 (by applying [19, Th.1.c.9,
Th.1.c.13 and Th.2.f.5]). Thus X contains uniformly complemented the
sequence (ln)

n=1 and the result also can be obtained from our
Corollary 4.
Remark 2. In [3, Prop. 7] Alencar et al. state the space of all con-
tinuous m-linear forms L(mT*) does not have unconditional basis for each
m>1. Their argument is based upon the facts that L(2T*)=(T* ? T*)*
and Theorem 3.4 of [17] (where it is proved that if a Banach space X is
sufficiently Euclidean, then (X ? X )* does not have unconditional basis).
But, to apply this Theorem 3.4 to T*, they claim that T* is sufficiently
Euclidean. Unfortunately, by [7, Th. VII.b.6], T is not sufficiently
Euclidean, hence T* is not sufficiently Euclidean. Nevertheless the result is
true and can be proved with an argument close to the one outlined above.
Indeed, since T* contains the sequence (ln)

n=1 uniformly complemented,
T contains (ln1)

n=1 uniformly complemented, and as a consequence
L( mT*)=} m= T contains (}m= ln1)n=1 uniformly complemented. Now the
conclusion follows from (5.5) and Remark 1.
Remark 3. We refer to [10, Sec. 17] and [21] for the definition of the
local unconditional structure (l.u.st. for short) of a Banach space X and the
local unconditional structure constant 4(X ). Recall that a Banach space X
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has l.u.st. if and only if its bidual is isomorphic to a complemented sub-
space of a Banach lattice (see, e.g. [10, Theorem 17.5]). The first place
where Remark 1 appears for the case n=2, in the form given here, is in
[22, Th. 8.19], with the only difference that Pisier uses the concept of l.u.st.
instead of Gordon-Lewis property. Since for any Banach space
0gl(X )4(X )cK /(X )
(where cR =1 and cC =2, see e.g. [10, Prop. 17.7]), it is plain that all the
results of this paper could be stated in terms of local unconditional
structure. For example in Corollary 1 (respectively Corollary 2) another
equivalent condition would be that } m, s; X has l.u.st. (resp. Pw(
mX ) has
l.u.st.).
Another observation which in view of Dineen’s conjecture mentioned in
the introduction seems to be of interest, is the following:
Corollary 5. If for a given m2 the space Pw( mX ) or P(mX ) has an
unconditional basis, then X contains the sequence (ln1)

n=1 uniformly
complemented. In particular, X* contains the sequence (ln)

n=1 uniformly
complemented, and can hence neither have any type nor cotype.
Proof. Assume that Pw( mX ) has unconditional basis (the argument for
P(nX ) is similar), then it has l.u.st.. But Pw(nX ) is a complemented sub-
space of Pw(
mX ) for all n<m (see [4, Prop. 5.3]). In particular, X* as a
complemented subspace of Pw(
mX ) has l.u.st., hence X has l.u.st. too (see
[10, 17.6 Cor.]). Thus X contains uniformly complemented at least one of
the three sequences (lnp)

n=1 , with p=1, 2,  (see [18, Remark 1] and
[27, Theorem 1]). But, then by Corollary 4, X has to contain uniformly
complemented only the sequence (ln1)

n=1 , and by duality X* contains
uniformly complemented the sequence (ln)

n=1 . The last remark follows by
the fact that neither the type nor the cotype constants of ln are uniformly
bounded (see e.g. [25, p. 16]). K
The next result is a direct consequence.
Corollary 6. For a given m2 there is no infinite dimensional Banach
space X such that Pw( mX ) and Pw(mX*) (resp. P( mX ) and P(mX*)) have
simultaneously unconditional basis.
Proof. Again we only handle the case of approximable operators. If
Pw(
mX ) has unconditional basis, then by the preceding corollary, X* con-
tains uniformly complemented the sequence (ln)

n=1 . But then we obtain
from Corollary 4 that /(Pw( mX*))=, i.e. this space does not have
unconditional basis. K
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To finish let us point out that Corollaries 4, 5, and 6 could be improved
by replacing ‘‘unconditional basis’’ by ‘‘l.u.st.’’ Under the assumption of
Corollary 4 we, for example, obtain that the spaces Pw(
mX ) and P(mX ) do
not have l.u.st., and hence they cannot be isomorphic to a complemented
subspace of a Banach space with unconditional basis.
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